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Miniature magnetic latching wire spring relays having two rows of six stationary contact springs and positions for four rows of 
movable contact springs, Each row of springs is molded into an individual base and assembled into a pile-up that is clamped 
to the motor assembly of the relay. The movable wire springs are pretensioned during assembly and are positioned by a card 
that also serves as a link between the armature and a pretensioned balance spring. Operation of the relay moves the armature 
and actuates the card, which in turn controls the contact sequence . 

The movable contacts are palladium-silver alloy Contact Metal Type No. 1; the stationary contacts are palladium-silver alloy Con
tact Metal Type No. 1 with gold overlay . The movable contact springs are arranged in pairs to provide twin contacts. All ter
minals are designed for solder connections to a printed wiring board. 

The location and sequence of operation of a particular contact arrangement is identified by a "Spring Combination Number." 
Numbers 400 thru 699 are assigned to single-stage (short-travel) relays while numbers 600 thru 799 are assigned to two-stage 
(long-travel) relays. · 

All current values except the no flux and soak currents are readjust values . Circuit test currents for operate and release are 106% 
of the readjust values. Circuit test currents for nonoperate and nonrelease are 96% of the readjust values. The no flux current 
is the current required to change the relay magnet from a nearly saturated magnetic state to a near zero flux condition once 
the no flux current is removed. Operate and nonoperate current flow requirements apply immediately after the specified soak 
current, followed by the specified no flux current, has been applied. Nonrelease, release, and no flux current flow requirements 
apply immediately after the specified soak current has been applied. If there is no current specification that the relay be left 
operated after it is tested, it should be returned to its released state. 

Will mount on 1.860 inch horizontal and 1.093 inch vertical centers . 
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